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We only build custom web site designs. All of our designs are 100% original and customized for
the client and include a best in breed content management system. By choosing a custom web
site you are differentiating yourself from your competition. Furthermore, custom web sites are
much easier to optimize if you wish to market your site in the future.

Before deciding upon a web design company it is important to answer a couple questions.
Firstly, you must decide what is the purpose of your site. Will your site be a brochure website,
ecommerce or a lead generation website? A brochure site is simply a site that exists to give the
owner a sense of professionalism and identity. An ecommerce site will give you the power to
manage an inventory and process sales online. Finally a lead generation site will entice
prospects to contact you with information needed to help qualify and ultimately close business.

Customer Examples:

Shaggbevo

For those of us who have mastered the art of looking busy without doing
any work.
www.shaggybevo.com

Shaggy bevo is an online community of over 3600 users who have collectively posted over 1
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million comments, pictures, thoughts and overall nonsense all centered around the life and
times of being a Longhorn fan.

I'm a Longhorn

Handmade Jewelry for the Longhorn at HeartÂ
www.imalonghorn.com

I'm a Longhorn specializes in handmade jewelry for the Longhorn as heart. I'm a Longhorn was
established in 2000 in a time when getting good handmade jewelry was hard to find and
expensive. Friends and family kept asking for pieces of unique Longhorn jewelry that would
stand out among the crowd. After making handmade pieces for them and hearing about all the
Longhorn craze that came from them, they decided to broaden the gallery and dedicate this
store to bringing the same experience alive for collectors and fans everywhere.
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myPipeServer
realtime gas pipeline data
www.mypipeserver.com
myPipeServer data mining provides an easy to use search and reporting tool for oil and gas
pipelines. Collecting and building important reports and spreadsheets has never been easier or
less expensive. The key to our service is that we let you build your custom report realtime,
quickly and portable. Get exactly what you need, either all data sources, or just a select few,
you have access to current, realtime data instantly with the myPipeServer reporting tool.
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